G.D. GOENKA PUBLIC SCHOOL , EAST DELHI
It has been a constant endeavour of G.D. Goenka Public School, East Delhi to
facilitate a congenial environment for our blossoming buds and to cater to the
changing times. The current scenario has not deterred our spirits to look for new
avenues and means to perform and transform. Keeping this view in mind we have
reformed this traditional methodology to digital methodology.
In the weeks since the covid-19 outbreak teachers and students have amazingly
transitioned to learning and organising varied events remotely via the virtual
teaching learning setup created by our school over zoom and google classroom.
We started with our virtual teaching learning process in the month of April.
Efficient training was given both to the students and to the teachers so as to make
them complacent with the new paradigm. We tried to make hay while the sun
shines and started with the first intra school i.e. English week ; celebrating the
birth anniversary of the Bard of Avon- William Shakespeare in the month of April
itself .

Moving on with the virtual journey and accepting the new normal we had
implemented a well-planned structured academic and co-curricular activities for

the students. Sailing in this ship, we commemorated Earth Day ; Mother's Day ,
International Yoga Day and FIT India .

We at G.D. Goenka Public School, East Delhi , have always believed and kept
physical education and health management at the same pedestal as academics .
Hence, morning fitness classes , yoga classes were kicked off right from the
beginning of the session . Not only this , the sports department had also organized
virtual intra school activities like free style rope skipping and plank competition
and the first ever virtual inter school chess competition where the students of not
only vicinity schools had participated but schools from other countries had more
colours to the event. We didn't leave any stone unturned and continued soaring
high . We have always believed that sky is the limit for the Goenkans.

So, sparing no effort we came up with the observance of maiden virtual
independence with the great fervour. The Goenkans created vibrant videos
showcasing the patriotic spirit of the skilled Goenkans. Another feather on the
cap on was the installation of the student council members and interact club. The
Goenkans have been able to prove their exceptional talent by putting great
spectacle digitally. Through these events and activities we Goenkans have been
able to accept the new normal placidly.

Moving on in this journey, was the celebration of teacher’s day by gifted
Goenkans. They were able to rise to the occasion by making their teachers feel
that how important and loved are their teachers for them. The transcend from
physical environment to virtual environment could not cease us from celebrating
our cultural festivals like Dussehra, Diwali and Christmas. These celebrations
glittered the atmosphere that made the Goenkans believe that the best is yet to
come. Even through this virtual platform the teaching staff of G.D. Goenka have
always tried to serve the best platter to their students , so they have been using
varied other applications like edpuzzle , kahoot, quizzlet to add on colours to their
teaching and learning process . The academic classes have been full of variety
and all the assessments were conducted in varied modes virtually, the teachers
have cashed in on this virtual opportunity by boosting their speaking skills and
the feather on the cap was the virtual cultural exchange amongst Korean and
Greek schools. This virtual cultural exchange made the students interact with the
students of these countries and broaden their learning horizons.

Next on the pedestal was celebrating varied language through the first edition of
virtual language laureates . The show added another glitter to the Goenkan cap .
It was a well appreciated event where in more than 10 schools from all over Delhi
had participated . Another gleaming from the Techfest 1.0. It was a multi-faceted
event wherein many schools from Delhi NCR had participated .

The ongoing situation didn't dissuade us and we had been incessantly on our toes
working for students welfare and the next on line were diversified online
activities like symposium -learning mathematics digitally ,virtual summer camp
,online painting exhibition ,non-fire cooking , poster making competition , candle
making activity and mega talent hunt .

These activities gave a platform to the students to showcase their flair and last but
not the least was the observance of Republic Day. The students had exquisitely
showcased that how proud and lucky we are as Indian. Freedom is there in our
mind ,strength in our words, pureness in our blood ,pride in our souls and zeal in
our hearts makes us salute our freedom fighters on the occasion of republic day .
We at G.D. Goenka Public School, East Delhi have learnt how to leap at the
opportunity and make most out of it and by moving heaven and earth we can say
that we have been able to foster confidence and nurture them to face any adverse
situation that may arise during their lifetime and with this we would also like to
bring forth during this rollercoaster journey we have been conferred with the
international school award by the British Council for the years 2020-2023.
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